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Compressor nebulizers

MiniElite compressor nebulizer system

The MiniElite compressor nebulizer system is

compact, lightweight, and designed for patient

convenience. It can be powered by three

versatile power sources – 110VAC, 12VDC

(car), and an optional rechargeable lithium ion

battery. The freedom to choose when and

where patients take their aerosol treatments

makes the MiniElite an ideal daily traveling

companion.

Part number HCPCS

RDD482 MiniElite compressor nebulizer, standard E0570

RDD483 MiniElite compressor nebulizer with battery E0571

Miscellaneous

RDD489 MiniElite rechargeable lithium ion battery

1036899 MiniElite AC power adapter

1036519 MiniElite 12VDC (car) adapter

1036898 MiniElite replacement air filter packs, 4 per pk. A7013

Accessories HCPCS

Inspiration 626 compressor nebulizer

system

Inspiration 626 was designed with compliance

in mind. Multimedia patient education support

materials and built-in conveniences make this

efficient nebulizer system the ideal choice for

encouraging adherence to aerosol medication

treatment plans. The Inspiration 626

compressor nebulizer is ideal for patients of

all ages.

Part number HCPCS

626 Inspiration 626 compressor nebulizer system E0570

Filters

929-4 Filters, 4 per pk. A7013

929-50 Filters, 50 per pk. A7013

Accessories HCPCS
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Compressor nebulizers

OptionHome compressor nebulizer

system

The OptionHome compressor nebulizer

system is compact, lightweight, and efficient.

Coupled with proven SideStream aerosol

technology, it provides fast, effective drug

delivery.

Part number HCPCS

1060318 Filters, 4 per pk. A7013

Accessories HCPCS

1059751 OptionHome with SideStream disposable E0570

nebulizers, 6 per pk.

1059752 OptionHome with SideStream disposable and E0570

reusable nebulizers, 6 per pk.

1059753 OptionHome with SideStream disposable and E0570

reusable nebulizers, Tucker mask, and carrying bag, 

6 per pk.

InspirationElite compressor nebulizer

system

The InspirationElite compressor combined

with the SideStream nebulizer provides a

powerful, high-quality compressor nebulizer

system. It’s durable, easy to use, and easy to

maintain. But best of all, it provides the

freedom to move, helping your patients build

solid compliance behaviors – in a size that

easily fits into their lives.

Part number HCPCS

HS45640 InspirationElite compressor nebulizer systems, E0570

retail, 6 per pk.

HS456 InspirationElite with SideStream disposable E0570

nebulizers, 6 per pk.

HS458 InspirationElite with SideStream disposable and E0570

reusable nebulizers

HS454 InspirationElite with SideStream disposable and E0570

SideStream Plus nebulizers, 6 per pk.

HS500-PED InspirationElite with two SideStream Plus E0570

nebulizers, Sami pediatric mask, coloring book, 

crayons, and premium carring case

Accessories HCPCS
Filters

929-4 Filters, 4 per pk. A7013

929-50 Filters, 50 per pk. A7013

Miscellaneous

1026568 Premium carrying case

1026641 Standard carrying case
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Nebulizers

SideStream disposable nebulizer

The SideStream disposable nebulizer offers

fast, efficient, and economical drug delivery. It

provides consistent drug delivery time after

time and can be used with all commonly

prescribed respiratory medications. It can be

used for two weeks before replacing.

Part number HCPCS

HS800 SideStream disposable nebulizer, 50 per pk. A7003

SideStream reusable nebulizer

The SideStream reusable nebulizer provides

maximum aerosol quality and respirable

output for the delivery of most commonly

prescribed medications. The unique venturi

design offers faster drug delivery and shorter

treatment times. It can be used for six months

before replacing.

Fast treatment times – delivers 2.5 ml of drug

output within seven minutes.

Highly efficient – 80 percent of drug output

volume is below five microns in size.

Part number HCPCS

HS860 SideStream reusable nebulizers, 10 per pk. A7005

SideStream Plus reusable nebulizer

The SideStream Plus breath-enhanced

nebulizer features an easy-action inspiratory

valve that opens on inspiration to boost

medication delivery and closes on exhalation,

preserving medication and reducing waste.

Significantly less pressure is required to open

the inspiratory valve compared to other

breath-enhanced nebulizers, making

treatments easier for pediatric and elderly

patients. And its proven SideStream five-jet

venturi design provides a high respirable

fraction and shortens treatment times.

Part number HCPCS

HS870 SideStream Plus breath-enhanced nebulizers, A7005

10 per pk.
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Nebulizer kits

SideStream custom nebulizer kit

SideStream provides superior performance

and faster treatment times (SideStream

utilizes five aerosol-producing jet holes

compared to a conventional nebulizer’s one).

The SideStream kit provides a two-month

supply of product in every package.

Part number HCPCS

1028125 SideStream custom nebulizer kits, A7003 and

25 per pk. A7004

Includes two complete SideStream disposable nebulizers and two replacement

nebulizer cups.
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Masks

SideStream masks

The SideStream mask is recommended for

use with the SideStream high-efficiency

nebulizers. The reusable mask is contoured 

to fit the face. The pediatric mask is

recommended for ages five and under; the

adult size for ages six and up.

Part number HCPCS

1025529 SideStream pediatric masks, 50 per pk. A7015

1025531 SideStream adult masks, 50 per pk. A7015

1052521 SideStream Plus adult mask A7015

SideStream pediatric eye-safe masks

Sami the Seal and Tucker the Turtle child-

friendly masks are designed to appeal to

children and have been shown to reduce

aerosol deposition in and around the eyes.

Used with SideStream nebulizers, Sami and

Tucker pediatric masks are made of soft,

flexible material for comfort and fit. 

Part number HCPCS

HS880 Sami the Seal pediatric mask A7015 

1044382 Tucker the Turtle pediatric mask A7015
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